lem, for reinforcing representative institutions cannot be the solution when 'the root of the problem lies in political representation' itself. 5 Contemplating the legacy of los indignados, Marina Prentoulis and Lasse Thomassen point out two aspects. 6 First, the primacy of the political vis-à-vis the economy. During the crisis it has been the economy (the logic of the financial market) that directed which politics to implement. As we know, in the EU context this meant the politics of austerity. Note that for the EU the relationship between the economy and politics and the primacy of the former over the latter is especially relevant because the EU has constituted itself as a polity with a common or internal market at its core. This is not only an economic but also a normative notion: the common market functions as the common good of the EU. 7 Hence, the cry of those asking for real democracy ('we are not products in the hands of politicians and bankers' 8 ), strikes at the very heart of what 'We, Europeans' are supposed to hold in common. The second part of the legacy of los indignados is their call to rethink democratic politics. Apart from moving away from representative democracy towards participation and horizontality, there is another fundamental point at stake here: what is the proper place of (democratic) politics? The importance of this question becomes evident when one realizes that legal theory and political philosophy have always been fascinated by the question of space. To name just a few examples: the agora of Athens as the birthplace of democracy, the quest for a public space (Habermas) or space of appearance (Arendt), the qualification of democracy as a regime where the place of power is empty (Lefort) and the spatial understanding of nomos (Schmitt). Again, this question is critical for an EU which (in)famously suffers from a democratic deficit and the lack of a public sphere. Indeed, taking the streets and occupying the squares, los indignados might (again) have brought to light what has been called 'the Ortlosigkeit of EU democracy, the lack of a public stage for EU democracy.' 9
Where does this leave us as legal theorists studying the EU? One should not forget that law has always played a special role in the process of European integration. Already in 1986, law was said to be 'both the object and agent of integra- tion,' hence, we may speak of both integration of and integration through law. 10 As an object, law may seem to be neutral; however, as an agent, it can no longer uphold such a claim. Law, and therefore lawyers, have played a crucial role in the building of the EU. As a consequence, EU lawyers are at least partially responsible for how the Union looks today. Let me be completely honest here: I was trained as an EU lawyer, as well. This piece is born from the wish to come to terms with what that means in an EU in crisis.
The EU legal order is also a (relatively) new object for legal theorists. Just as other examples of transnational law, like the law of the IMF, the World Bank and the WTO, EU law proves particularly challenging for a conceptual framework built for the nation-state. 11 The EU gives food for thought, and the more theoretical and philosophical reflection we give it, the better the understanding of the EU might become. Inversely, the new EU order may also act as a catalyst for theoretical innovation. Thus, the relationship between EU law and legal theory is a dynamic one: 'the turn to theory has seen not just theory contributing to a keener understanding of the EU itself but rather (…) an iterative relationship in which the experimentalism of the EU legal order contributes to the theory building just as the infusion of theoretical perspectives builds a more sophisticated conception of that legal order.' 12 This iterative relationship between the theory and the practice of integration makes me moderately hopeful that our work as theorists may indeed make a difference. For the moment, I envision three main challenges ahead.
The democratic challenge
In a lecture on the European crisis, Jürgen Habermas recalls the 'passive consent' of the European citizens which was for a long time taken for granted by their politicians. 13 Yet, the crisis in the EU has brought into the limelight the general Euroscepticism among citizens and the distance between Brussels and the national public spheres. The EU is faced with a Gordian knot: while a solution to the economic and Euro crisis asks for a full-blown political union ('more Europe'), the people seem generally tired of integration and strongly prefer 'less Europe.' Either way, the problem that remains is the democratic character of the next step. 14 But something more might be wrong. That large numbers of Europeans seem to be fed up with European integration might well be one of the main drivers behind the rise of populist parties. The rise of anti-European populism should be situated in the dominant narrative of the No Demos-thesis -there is no such thing as a single European people and thus no subject who could give legitimacy to a European democracy -which continues to be the (mostly) implicit starting point, indeed the unquestioned horizon, of any discussion on democracy within the EU. It was, for instance, an important argument in the Dutch No-campaign in the elections on the European Constitution. 15 Legal theorists ought to begin here by asking the question of the meaning or role of the people(s) in transnational democracy. The answer to such a question might then serve as the starting point for other, not less difficult questions, such as: how to take away the distrust in European institutions? What role can civil society play in this respect? How to build a truly European public sphere?
The constitutional challenge
While there is no need to try and reintroduce some constitutional document, one may argue that Europe's constitutional quest is far from over. In the sense that they voice a deep dissatisfaction with the current EU and cry out for 'Another Europe,' one could say that los indignados urge us to remember that quest. Legal theory thus far thoroughly researched EU constitutionalism. Notwithstanding the value of that work, we might still need more research into how constitutional change can come about after the failed constitutional project. The failed European constitution left unanswered the constitutional question in the sense of 'a question of how best to conceive of the European Union as a political community; it is to ask how this community is constituted. More specifically, it is to ask what Europeans have in common and are willing to decide together in terms of the shape and substance of their legal, political and social system.' 16 Asking this question means taking seriously European integration as a political project in which the struggle for power is institutionalized in a particular way. This means that at the European level the political choices made must be spelled out and opportunities for contestation must be provided. Until now, European integration, and indeed European law, have too often had a depoliticizing effect. 17 Legal theorists should take up questions like: how to conceptualize constitutional politics beyond the nation-state? Who is (or are) the subjects of European constitutionalism? What does constitutional politics mean for the institutional balance within the Union? How can one avoid depoliticizing the project of European integration?
The identity challenge
There is a certain form of identity, political identity or 'the common,' which should be taken seriously by the legal theorist working on the EU. Habermas' lecture again proves to be an illuminating starting point to grasp what is at stake: he stresses the political character of obligations of solidarity which can rely only on 'political associations or shared political interests.' 18 Hence, the task in this respect is clear: 'What is required is solidarity instead, a cooperative effort from a shared political perspective to promote growth and competitiveness in the euro zone as a whole.' 19 This political perspective opens up such questions as: who do we mean when we say 'We, Europeans'? Whom do we exclude in saying 'We'? Thus, the identity challenge entails finding out what binds us together notwithstanding our differences in such a way that one may justly say 'We, Europeans.' As Habermas hints, this question is also pivotal in arriving at a concept of solidarity within the EU. As a political concept, the ties of solidarity and the corresponding demands can only exist between those who are part of a political 'We.' 20 It is the task of legal theory to develop the conceptual framework to analyze and try to answer this kind of questions.
The challenges sketched above are surely not the only ones ahead. I do, however, believe that they mark the first steps which ought to be taken when one wants to help the EU escape its current predicament, caught somewhere between Grexit and Utopia.
